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The insight: After a year of coping with rising prices and economic uncertainty, most

consumers are looking to keep a lid on expenses and avoid unnecessary spending in 2023.

Roughly eight in 10 US adults think 2023 will be a year of economic di�culty, per a Gallup

poll. Almost two-thirds (65%) think prices will rise at a high rate this year.

https://news.gallup.com/poll/467528/americans-largely-pessimistic-prospects-2023.aspx?utm_source=tagrss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=syndication
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A challenging year: While consumers were largely able to keep pace with inflation in 2022,

2023 could be a di�erent story as persistent inflation takes its toll on spending power.

How retailers can respond: The most pressing question for retailers now is how to encourage

value-conscious shoppers to spend at a time when they feel increasingly stretched thin.

Forty-three percent of US consumers cited in�ation’s impact on everyday expenses and
saving as their top �nancial concern for 2023, per Fidelity Investments’ Financial

Resolutions Survey.

More than half—56%—of US households plan to save money in 2023 , per Kroger’s 84.51°.

Financial goals were the second-most popular New Year’s resolution for 2023, per Numerator,

up 6% compared with last year, as consumers try to reduce expenses and cut back on non-

essential purchases.

The personal saving rate (the percentage of disposable income that people save) fell sharply

in 2022 to its lowest level since 2005, a sign of consumers’ diminishing ability to swallow price

increases.

Stretched budgets will allow even less wiggle room for big-ticket items like electronics and

jewelry, both of which saw sales fall during the 2022 holiday season, per Mastercard

SpendingPulse data. And any excess funds are more likely to be funneled to services like

travel and dining out over items like televisions and furniture.

With 71% of households looking for sales and coupons to combat rising grocery store
prices, per 84.51°, retailers may have no choice but to o�er more sales or deeper discounts to

keep shoppers from switching to cheaper competitors or stop shopping altogether.

https://www.fidelity.com/bin-public/060_www_fidelity_com/documents/about-fidelity/FidelityInvestments2023FinancialResolutionsStudy.pdf
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/PSAVERT?utm_source=Triggermail&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=R&E%20briefing%20December%2027,%202022&utm_term=Retail%20&%20Ecommerce%20Briefing%20Active
https://www.mastercard.com/news/press/2022/december/mastercard-spendingpulse-u-s-retail-sales-grew-7-6-this-holiday-season/
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Looking ahead: Despite the di�culties ahead, there are some silver linings. The Conference

Board’s consumer confidence index hit 108.3 in December, its highest reading since April

2022, as inflation eased and gas prices fell. A tight job market and low unemployment levels

are also giving consumers a modicum of security.

Still, the behaviors that developed over the course of 2022—a shift to private labels and

value-oriented retailers, and the prioritization of essentials over discretionary goods—will

remain in play in 2023 as consumers’ financial concerns guide their purchasing decisions.

This article originally appeared in Insider Intelligence's Retail & Ecommerce Brie�ng—a daily

recap of top stories reshaping the retail industry. Subscribe to have more hard-hitting

takeaways delivered to your inbox daily.

More retailers are also turning to gift cards as a way to encourage spending, said Stacey
Widlitz, president of SW Retail Advisors. For example, Anthropologie is o�ering $50 in credit

to shoppers who spend $200 or more online—but the money can only be used on purchases

made before the end of the month (and quarter).

Are you a client? Click here to subscribe.

Want to learn more about how you can benefit from our expert analysis? Click here.

https://www.cnbc.com/2023/01/02/retailers-brace-for-tougher-times-frugal-shoppers-2023.html
https://totalaccess.emarketer.com/MyAccount/EditProfile.aspx
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/become-a-client/?IR=T&itm_source=insider-intelligence&itm_medium=briefing&itm_campaign=bottom-cta

